Use of Micro-Trak Systems Inc Safeguard™ Cartridge Selector Mobile Application
Effective 01/07/2019

When first opening the Safeguard™ Cartridge Selector mobile app, a splash screen will appear for a few
seconds. This will disappear after several seconds and the app will open.

The opening screen looks like this:
Android device

Apple device

Toggle between English and Metric units by clicking on the button in the upper, right corner of the
screen.

To enter your parameters, tap in any of the boxes labelled Speed, Rate, Spacing, or Density. A
keyboard/number pad will pop up to allow entry of your parameters.
Speed: Ground speed of application equipment
Rate: Application rate of liquid - volume per unit land area
Spacing: Width of equipment pass covered by each sensor
Density1: Density of the liquid being applied
When all parameters are filled in, click Done on the popup keyboard, then click on the Select Cartridge
button.
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Density information can be obtained from a product data sheet. For a custom mixture or dilution, determine the
density by direct measurement. Simply collect one gallon of the liquid and weigh it. The number of pounds per
gallon is the density (English units). For metric units, collect one liter and weigh it. The number of kg per liter is
the density.

The target flow rate will be displayed in a box in the lower, left corner of the screen and the cartridge
recommendation will appear in the lower, right corner of the screen.

Adjust Blockage Detection Level:

Clear and Contact buttons:

To decrease the level of sensitivity, lighter
cartridges can be used. Adjust the ‘Level of
Blockage to Detect’ slider to select a lighter
cartridge. To do this, drag the circle in the slider
to the right.

Use the Clear button to clear entries.

Caution: Selecting a cartridge with a density
less than the density of the liquid being applied
will result in the cartridge floating, disabling the
sensor. This app will not select a cartridge that
is less dense than the fluid density entered.

Use the phone button to view contact
information for Micro-Trak Systems, Inc.

Fumigant Cartridges:
Cartridges constructed of a material less-susceptible to distortion when used in fumigants are available.
Select fumigant cartridges by toggling between the standard or fumigant liquid types. When fumigant
liquid type is selected, the background color of the app changes.
Android device

Apple device

Cartridges
Cartridges Available for Standard Liquids:

Pink+Ext
19925

Pink
18687

Orange
18688

Green
18511

Cartridges Available for Fumigants:

Black+Ext Fumigant Black
19928
18878
19060

Yellow
18689

Blue
18691

Red
18692

Brown
18693

Gray
18694

White
18695

